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Abstract: Database records can be often interpreted as state descriptions of some
world, system or generic object, states of which occur independently and are described by binary properties. If records do not contain missing values, then there
exists close relationship between association rules and propositions about state
properties. In data mining we usually get a lot of association rules with large conﬁdence and large support. Since their interpretation is often cumbersome, some
quantitative measure of their “informativeness” would be very helpful.
The main aim of the paper is to deﬁne a measure of the amount of information contained in an association rule. For this purpose we make use of the
tight correspondence between association rules and logical implications. At ﬁrst a
quantitative measure of information content of logical formulas is introduced and
studied. Information content of an association rule is then deﬁned as information
content of the corresponding logical implication in the situation when no knowledge about dependence among properties of world states is at our disposal. The
intuitive meaning of the deﬁned measure is that the association rule that allows
more appropriate correction of the distribution of world states, acquired under unfair assumption of independence of state properties, contains also larger amount
of information. The more appropriate correction here means a correction of the
current probability distribution of states that leads to the distribution that is closer
to the true distribution in the sense of Kullback-Leibler divergence measure.
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Introduction

In data mining diﬀerent methods for gaining knowledge are studied and used. The
mining of association rules is one of the most successful. The purpose of mining
association rules is to discover the associations among data in large databases
or data sets, i.e. to ﬁnd items that imply the presence of other items in the
same database records or transactions. Association rules were ﬁrstly introduced by
Agrawal [1] and then successfully applied by many authors.
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